
 
This Comment, received from a Sussex Archery Club Chairman, is typical and reflects the 
view of the County Association: 
 
In summary, while I can see the 'vision' proposed by GNAS, I don't see sufficient thought 
put to local management of membership, how it will function, or in fact any recognition in 
the proposal that such change will require careful and locally considered transition. Until 
such consideration is made that satisfies the clubs affected, then I cannot see how I, as a 
Chair of a club, could support this. 
 
The following concerns have also been raised: 
 
1)  Staggered Membership periods and new risks of compromised Insurance: 
As the arrangement with the Insurers means that if any person shooting at a Club Target 
Day is not a member of GNAS / ArcheryGB then everybody is uninsured too, the new 
proposal will make it necessary for clubs to check repeatedly that every member has 
affiliated and that their affiliations are still current. They either have to keep records and 
flag when to check, or they have to check everyone’s affiliation dates at every Target Day. 
 
The same concerns apply to increasing the load on Club Membership Secretaries - will 
ArcheryGB 'push' the names and dates of every member to the Club Secretaries, or 
require them to go hunting? 
 
From a tournament organiser's perspective this will be burdensome to check - at the least 
entrants will have to be asked to state the expiry date as well as membership number on 
the entry form, and then it will be necessary to check each card for exact date rather than 
simple a quick glance at name and year. 
 
2) Does competence matter? 
Until now an expectation of the Reasonable Competence of a Tournament Entrant was a 
corollary of holding a GNAS Membership Card; those few that weren't Club Members 
were generally time-served Archers anyway, and usually well-known too. This can no 
longer be relied upon UNLESS ArcheryGB applies a filtering system (as Clubs do) 
AND/OR Distinguishes clearly between Competent and Unproven Archers. 
 
3) Insurance Cover while Instructing Beginners: 
For several decades GNAS promoted and trained Instructors as the starting point, with a 
smaller body of Coaches intended to deal with more advanced individuals. Then around 
1990 the Instructor qualification was binned and Coaches were expected to supervise all 
stages of teaching (apart from the NVQ Archery Leader qualification which 
overwhelmingly applies to activities outside the ambit of GNAS), and for the next two 
decades coaches predominated, and indeed the GNAS Beginners Manual started with a 
statement that where possible coaching will be by qualified coaches, however in the latest 
edition published under the Archery GB banner this year, this was changed to suggest 
Experienced Archers would be responsible for initial training and teaching beginners. The 
Matrix at the end of this Consultation Document seems to suggest that Experienced 
Archers will not be covered by insurance while teaching. There seems to be a major dis-
connect here. 
 
4) Consequences for Physically Handicapped and Junior Clubs? 
This county is the home of St Dunstans, where Archery for Visually Handicapped people 
was developed.  There are also both School Clubs and Sports Associations for the 
Disabled in the County.  
Coaches who spend a lot of time assisting at the clubs that focus on impairment and 
disability spoke at our recent County AGM and pointed out that members of these clubs 
are often reliant on assistance from volunteers, and that little or no spare money is 
available for individual membership charges. The term ‘Disabled’ includes many 



individuals with learning difficulties who would not  be able to arrange their own 
membership. The existing system of block membership is something that the volunteers 
can cope with, but they have no resources to deal with handling individual membership of 
everybody in the club. Many users of these clubs are on fixed incomes with no prospect of 
finding additional money. 
 
5) Why should Clubs continue to Affiliate to GNAS / ArcheryGB? 
In replies to this document that we have been shown, others have commented rightly that 
the vast majority of GNAS members are far more interested in being members of a local 
facility where they can engage in the activity than they are in being members of a National 
Body. Only a fairly small minority take part in archery outside the club, however hard the 
club management tries to persuade them, the most that many club archers ever do is take 
part in friendly shoots with neighbouring clubs, and league matches with clubs in the same 
county. At the moment those archers who wish to shoot at County, Regional and National 
Level are eligible because the easiest way to affiliate to all the higher-level bodies is to 
pay one fee to the club Membership Secretary. As things stand, Clubs affiliate to GNAS 
because it's a reciprocal arrangement, GNAS required all active club members to affiliate 
GNAS, but in return made it exceptional for individual Archers to join GNAS 
independently. This was a strong incentive for archers to join clubs; the club members, 
who mostly didn't get involved outside their club, took it that the GNAS Affiliation Charge 
was mainly an Insurance Premium. Now it happens that a significant proportion of Archery 
Clubs use Education Authority or Local Authority premises, and quite a number of these 
bodies require the Archery Clubs to be part of their Insurance Scheme, as the ArcheryGB-
arranged insurance is sometimes inadequate for their requirements. There are also other 
bodies such as the National Small-Bore Rifle Association that will provide suitable 
insurance cover at very competitive rates. Once all Archery GB memberships are 
individually arranged directly, Club Treasurers may well realise that only a few of their 
members want to pay for non-club activities, and the possibility of either cutting the club 
fees more or less in half (The Archery GB brochure 'Beginning Archery' rightly states that 
Club Charges average £100) or retaining the amount that goes to Archery GB for Club 
Funds, and subscribing to a cheaper Insurance Scheme (if they don't already belong to a 
Local Authority Scheme) while leaving the few who do want to take part in outside 
activities to arrange their own ArcheryGB Membership, might have a highly beneficial 
effect on Membership Numbers and / or Club Finances. 
 


